Current Evidence on Superior Capsular Reconstruction
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Abstract
Massive irreparable rotator cuff tears remain one of the most challenging pathologies in shoulder surgery to treat, especially in the younger active patients. Although several treatment options exist, none provides superior long-term results. Over the last few years, a promising technique has emerged—the Superior Capsular Reconstruction (SCR). This technique reinforces the superior capsule to keep the humeral head centered within the glenoid, optimizing the force couples necessary for dynamic shoulder function and preventing the proximal migration of the humeral head and, consequently, subacromial impingement. Since SCR is technically challenging and difficult to reproduce consistently, there is a continuous improvement of arthroscopic techniques. So far, SCR has been shown to be effective for pain relief and restoration of active shoulder motion, but mid- and long-term outcomes have not yet been reported.
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Methods
The search was performed between October 2017 and January 2018 using the following query on Pubmed’s database: “Superior Capsular Reconstruction”, “Superior Capsule Reconstruction”, “Massive Irreparable Rotator cuff tear”, “Treatment”, “Graft”, “Patch”, “Dermal allograft”, “Surgical technique”. The restrictions applied were: English Language and Publication date in the last 10 years. Clinical Trials, reviews and systematic reviews were included. From the primary selection, based on the title, 52 articles were chosen. However, from these 52, only 31 abstracts were considered relevant and used as a reference in this review.

Bibliographical references in the selected articles were reviewed and 1 of them was added to the repertoire of this work. Additionally, 1 biomechanical study from Arthrex was used. Thus, this monograph was based on 33 references.

Introduction
Rotator cuff tears are one of the most common shoulder injuries. The prevalence increases with age as shown by imaging studies reporting rotator cuff tears in up to 30% of individuals aged 60 years or more and up to 50% in people aged 80 years or more [1]. Various classifications of rotator cuff tears have been proposed. These tears are usually classified by their anterior-posterior size: < 1 cm, 1-3 cm, 3-5 cm, and > 5 cm, respectively classified as small, medium, large and massive [1,2]. Many authors define tears as massive if there is a detachment of at least 2 complete tendons [2-4].

More than 30% of rotator cuff tears are massive/irreparable tears with a retear rate after the first surgery that ranges from 20 to 90% [5,6]. A rotator cuff tear is considered irreparable when the torn tendon cannot reach the original footprint on the humerus, due to tendon retraction, muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration [1]. Therefore, surgical success depends on these three variables, tendon quality, patient’s age, tear size and the repair technique that is chosen [3,7]. The effects of these variables are often additive, which makes the likelihood of healing more difficult to predict [8]. Though the final decision on reparability of the rotator cuff is made intraoperatively, some signs and radiologic findings may suggest irreparability before the surgery [4]. Clinical signs, which suggest that a repair is likely to fail, include static anterosuperior subluxation and associated pseudoparalysis on ante-
rior elevation, dynamic anterosuperior subluxation of the humerus upon resisted abduction [4], a lag sign on external rotation and a positive Hornblowers sign [3]. An acromio-humeral interval of less than 7 mm on a standard anterior posterior shoulder radiograph, is highly suggestive that a re
pair may be unsuccessful [9]. Increased age is also associated with poor tendon-to-bone healing, probably because of poor tendon and bone quality, poor vascularity of the tendon and decreased capacity to produce healing growth factors [8].

Although the presence of a preoperative tangent sign and a Goutallier 3-4 fatty infiltration of the supraspinatus is often associated with irreparability, most of the tears with these preoperative characteristics (70% and 57%, respectively) have been described as completely reparable intraoperative [10]. Thus, surgeons should be careful about presuming the ability to correctly predict the intraoperative irreparability of rotator cuff tears.

The lack of clear evidence on how to manage irreparable massive cuff tears especially in patients younger than 65 years has led to a lot of suggested treatments, including debridement and subacromial decompression, partial repair, reverse shoulder arthroplasty and various tendon transfers (the most common being the use of latissimus dorsi) [2,3,5,11-13]. However, all alternatives to the complete repair of the rotator cuff have showed clinically inferior results and higher complication rates [14].

Patients with irreparable rotator cuff tears also have a defect of the superior capsule, which is located on the inferior surface of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons [7,15] and attached to a substantial area of the greater tuberosity (30% to 61%) [14]. On one hand, the rotator cuff, deltoid and biceps muscles are responsible for keeping the force couples and the humeral head centered within the glenoid during movement (dynamic stabilizers of the shoulder) [16]. On the other hand, the superior shoulder capsule is the main static stabilizer of the glenohumeral joint [14].

The natural history of massive rotator cuff tears consists in the continuous superior migration of the humeral head, due to the instability of the glenohumeral joint, resulting in pain, subacromial impingement, muscle weakness, loss of motion and functional limitations, that can evolve to pseudoparalysis [7,14,17]. Biomechanically, it has been shown that superior capsular defects increased glenohumeral translation in all directions, particularly with superior translation at 5° and 30° of abduction [11].

Mihata, et al. [7,14] in 2007 described the Superior Capsular Reconstruction (SCR) for the treatment of patients without arthropathy and with irreparable tears. The SCR technique reinforces the superior capsule to keep the humeral head reduced in the glenoid by connecting the glenoid to the greater tuberosity. This surgical technique provides the potential to rebalance the force couples necessary for dynamic shoulder function [15], improving the shoulder function, specially deltoid function [4], and it has also outstanding outcomes in pain [17].

Currently, orthopaedic surgeons have rapidly embraced SCR, as evidenced by more than 10,000 cases worldwide being reported by a single implant vendor for this procedure since 2014 to this day [10].

**Surgical Technique**

**General**

Mihata, et al. [18], in a biomechanical study, reported that SCR can improve superior stability of the shoulder joint when the graft is attached at either 10° or 30° of glenohumeral abduction. Furthermore, a graft attached at a higher degree of shoulder abduction is at increased risk of tearing after SCR because of the high level of tension when the shoulder is adducted. For this reason, the same study considered a glenohumeral abduction of 10° and 30° the best arm position [18]. It is also recommended placing the arm in a neutral rotation and neutral flexion, because excess of rotation or flexion-extension changes the distance between the glenoid and the greater tuberosity asymmetrically, from anterior to posterior [17]. With the arm in neutral position, distances between anchors are correctly measured [17].

Surgery is performed with general anesthesia and with an additional interscalene nerve catheter to help with analgesia immediately postoperatively and during the initial rehabilitation process [11].

**Technique**

A posterior portal is established and a standard 30° arthroscope is introduced. A standard diagnostic arthroscopy is performed and any pathology is treated properly [15].

In many tears that are not fully repairable, the subscapular muscle is also involved. However, this muscle is almost always repairable. Thus, subscapular is repaired before approaching the remaining rotator cuff, along with a coracoplasty procedure and biceps tenodesis or tenotomy when indicated [19].

Before the placement of the anchors for the sutures is initiated, the superior glenoid and greater tuberosity need to be prepared to bleeding bone to enhance biologic graft-to-bone healing. The superior labrum is left intact to optimize superior stability of the humeral head [20]. After 4 anchors have been placed (typically an anterosuperior and a posterolateral superior glenoid anchor and 2 most medial humeral anchors), the dimensions between them are measured to determine the size of the graft. The final graft size should have 5 mm of extra tissue on 3 sides (medial, anterior, and posterior) in order to prevent the suture from cutting through hand and 10 mm extra laterally to cover the great
er tuberosity [10,19]. The graft is then introduced into the shoulder through the anterolateral portal by a cannula, using a double-pulley technique. This is performed by tying 1 limb from each anchor to each other with a static surgeon’s knot over a rigid instrument and then advancing down into the shoulder by pulling on the 2 untied suture ends (Figure 1). Once the graft is in its desired position medially, the 2 un
ified suture ends are tied arthroscopically over the graft, securing its medial attachment [20]. On the humeral side, two
anchors were inserted for medial-row fixation at the articular cartilage margin. Two lateral anchors are then inserted both posteriorly and anteriorly along the lateral rotator cuff footprint on the greater tuberosity for lateral-row fixation. Finally, the lateral part of the graft is compressed down onto the footprint using a suture bridge technique (Figure 2) [15].

In the end, the graft must be sutured posteriorly to the infraspinatus. This is an important and not an optional step, since it is essential for recreating stability (Figure 2) [16].

**Zip-line shuttle technique**

When the graft needs to be bigger than 35 mm in the anteroposterior dimension, it can be so big that it cannot be passed all the way through the cannula and it also can create forces that are strong enough to dislodge the glenoid anchors from the bone. The Zip line technique can overcome these 2 problems. It consists in placing a third glenoid anchor between the anterior and posterior glenoid anchors and push the graft along 2 zip-lines (the 4 sutures from the anterior glenoid anchor; and the 4 sutures from the posterior glenoid anchor) while the 2 sutures from the middle glenoid anchor are used to pull the graft into the shoulder. Tension in these middle-anchor sutures is reduced by having their direction of pull through the modified Neviaser portal instead of the lateral portal. One limb of each suture from the middle glenoid anchor is removed by the lateral portal and a mulberry knot is tied near the end of both of these sutures so that the corresponding free ends of these sutures can be tensioned to help in pulling the graft into the shoulder [19]. Then, a calibrated pusher is used to alternately push the graft down the tensioned anterior and posterior zip-lines [10]. At the same time, the sutures from the middle glenoid anchor are tensioned in order to pull the graft into place over

---

**Figure 1:** The graft is pulled into the shoulder using a double-pulley technique.

**Figure 2:** Humeral fixation using a suture bridge technique and posterior margin convergence.
the superior glenoid [19].

New evidences

Mihata, et al. [7,14] have showed that anterior margin convergence (AMC) was not necessary. However, prospective evaluation data began showing improved outcomes with AMC [17]. graft tension is essential to the success of SCR and it depends on the exact measurement of the distances between the anchors to punch holes in the graft, arm position to set the relationship between the anchor distances, AMC and posterior margin convergence (PMC). When the graft is appropriately secured in the anteroposterior direction through AMC and PMC, elongation in the medial-lateral direction will be limited, reducing the elasticity of the graft, improving general stability, and ultimately producing better clinical outcomes [17].

As this technique is developing, a variety of techniques have been suggested for glenoid-side fixation [21]. The medial sutures may be secured with a variety of methods, such as simple knots or mattress sutures [16]. However, it is recommended for glenoid fixation adding an anchor and double-row fixation when it is possible, on the grounds that 3 anchors and a double-row construct are biomechanically stronger [17].

A recent case report was the first to describe the incorporation of the remnant of the superior rotator cuff into the graft, which may be beneficial for the graft incorporation, as it can improve the biologic environment. The authors recommend that sutures should be placed within the mid portion of the graft for superior repair of a residual tendon when it is present. Further research is still needed [22].

Graft

The initial success of the SCR started a renewed interest in patches for rotator cuff surgery [23].

There is continuing research about the most efficient and reliable materials to reconstruct the capsule. Xenograft, allograft and synthetic materials have been tried with the objective of searching for better results and a better healing process [5,10,13]. The matrix should be biocompatible in order not to be rejected and it should be properly processed to avoid the risk of disease transmission or immune response [5].

Biological scaffolds are protein-based extracellular matrices that are usually derived from human or animal connective tissues. Advantages of biological scaffolds are a 3D surface proteic microstructure and natural porosity, which provide larger space for host cell attachment, proliferation, migration and assists gas and metabolite diffusion [24]. These properties allow a quicker interaction between biological scaffolds and host tissue. In this way, the formation of new tissue is faster than in synthetic scaffolds [24].

Not all acellular matrices are identical since there are different processing and different natural characteristics of the matrix. Some are made from porcine small intestine submucosa, porcine bladder matrix, bovine dermis and porcine dermis (xenografts), which may not be strong enough to support the SCR [14]. Xenografts have been used to increase the biologic healing in reparable rotator cuff tears, acting as a collagen scaffold [20]. However, there is some potential for an inflammatory response and subsequent failure to heal [6,20].

In biomechanical studies, dermal-based grafts demonstrated higher loads to failure when compared with xenografts and submucosal-based grafts [25].

The SCR technique was originally described using a fascia lata autograft-folded over to produce a thick superior capsule imitiation. However, studies have recently shown that using an acellular dermal allograft may be a better choice, because it demonstrated maximum loads to failure 2.5 times greater than the fascia lata autograft [12]. Furthermore, dermal allograft in SCR withstands applied forces and repeated deformations and has excellent clinical outcomes [17]. Mihata also found dermal allograft had a clear advantage in providing a better range of motion, whereas fascia lata autograft resulted in a stiffer construct [22].

The 3 mm thick acellular dermal allograft is prepared by removing the epidermis and all cellular components. This results in a graft composed of several types of collagen (predominantly type I), chondroitin sulfate, elastin, proteoglycans and fibroblast growth factor. The final graft is characterized by an intact matrix and a basement membrane rich in vascular channel retention [25]. This process reduces the inflammatory response and allows revascularization and cellular repopulation. This matrix is a biologic scaffold, permitting the migration of the adjacent bone marrow’s pluripotent cells to form a “neotendon” [13]. This allograft plays a relevant role in rotator cuff healing at the cellular level [2].

The reliable performance of acellular dermal allograft, in terms of elongation and stiffness properties, makes it a practical replacement for autologous fascia lata [21]. Given the excellent mechanical properties of the acellular dermal allograft and the ability to develop “cuff-like” tissue, the use of the fascia lata has been replaced by many surgeons, thus reducing surgery time and avoiding any donor-site morbidity [11,26].

On the other hand, some studies have shown synthetic grafts to be mechanically stronger than biologic grafts [6]. As they are made from chemical compounds, it is easier to control the chemical and the physical properties leading to quality consistency [6,24]. However, biocompatibility of synthetic scaffolds is poor, as they can never be absorbed or integrated into host tissue [24]. High incidences of infection, instability, synovitis, osteolysis, and osteoarthritis have been reported with the use of such materials [27].

Postoperative care

Postoperative pain control is assisted by an interscalene block or interscalene nerve catheter [11,28].

An early period of immobilization is generally recommended since it has been reported in animals with early immobilization a decreased repair tension, better rotator cuff
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blood supply, improved tissue quality and improved viscoelastic properties [8]. It is recommended an abduction pillow for 4 weeks after the reconstruction [14].

Firstly, the rehabilitation should focus on limited and protected passive range of motion, with an abduction sling. Active and active-assisted movement should begin at 6 weeks postoperatively. Muscle strengthening is recommended after 8 weeks [11,28].

High-demand activities such as golfing, and weight lifting are restricted for 1 year postoperatively. For many patients, SCR is their last opportunity for joint preservation. Thus, Buckhart, et al. [10] prioritize healing of the reconstruction over achieving early range of motion. The main goals of rehabilitation are to improve motion, to prevent scarring, and to improve glenohumeral and scapulothoracic biomechanics [28].

Discussion

Massive and irreparable rotator cuff tears are not unusual and consist of a difficult problem for orthopedic surgeons [5,6]. Despite ample investigation, there is still not a clear treatment option, for this kind of tear, especially in the younger active patients [5].

The most common nonsurgical option for patients with massive tears and without evidence of pseudoparalysis, indicating a well-compensated force couple, consists in subacromial corticosteroid injections or physical therapy to enforce the intact portion of the rotator cuff, deltoid muscle and the periscapular musculature. Although some studies have shown promising results in these patients, other studies have shown poor results of conservative management of massive tears [4]. In a small cohort, Zingg, et al. have documented a significant progression of glenohumeral arthritis, as well as a significant progression in tear size and a decrease of the acromiohumeral interval, despite maintenance of shoulder function and mild pain symptoms. Conservative treatment may lead to a very satisfactory clinical situation in low-demand patients or patients that want to avoid surgery, but it also leads to an inevitable joint degeneration [20].

Partial repair is another option, but the risk of a recurrent tear can be as high as 52% [15]. Furthermore, a high structural failure rate was shown when partial repairs were imaged at 2 years after the procedure, as well as a modest functional improvement [29]. Burkhart, et al. [30] have found revision and partial rotator cuff repair without SCR to be less reliable in reversing pseudoparalysis than complete repair, primary repair or partial repair in conjunction with SCR. However, it remains a good option for elderly patients wishing pain relief who have preserved overhead function of the shoulder. Many of these patients have comorbidities or poor bone stock, which would make adding SCR an imprudent choice with limited marginal benefit for the patient [10].

Some surgeons opt for Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty (RSA) in patients without glenohumeral arthritis and with massive tears [3,25,31]. However, due to the post-operative restrictions of this procedure, younger patients cannot maintain their quality of life. Furthermore, this is a high risk procedure and leaves no further option if it fails, not to mention the fact that life expectancy of younger patients exceeds the wearing characteristics of the prosthesis [25,31].

This procedure has some known complications, including infection, failure, fracture and neurovascular problems [32]. More precisely, a 38% complication rate has been reported after RSA among patients less than 65-years-old [21]. Burkhart, et al. concluded that a joint preserving solution might be desired for younger populations since RSA may disrupt the normal anatomy and limit future treatments [19]. Compared with RSA, SCR has fewer risks and fewer complications and does not limit further surgical options [17]. However, RSA has a role as a primary procedure in massive rotator cuff tears without glenohumeral arthritis in some specific cases with a combination of patient and disease factors, such as: Older age (> 60 years), sedentary lifestyle, multiple failed cuff repairs, chronic pseudoparalysis (> 6 months), recurrent shoulder instability or frank anterosuperior escape (subcutaneous) and extensive fatty infiltration of multiple cuff muscles on magnetic resonance imaging. When several of these are present, especially with chronic pseudoparalysis, reverse shoulder replacement is a reliable option for pain relief and restoration of overhead function [10].

Another alternative in younger patients without arthritis is a tendon transfer. Although it has presented promising long term results (> 10 years) [33] the overall outcome is still variable with unpredictable results [3]. Debridement with or without biceps tenotomy is a viable option in the elderly and low demand patient, but it was shown that it does not slow the progression of osteoarthritis. Furthermore, it can decrease the strength of arm elevation [4].

Patch graft surgery to the torn tendon has been suggested for the irreparable tears. However, a high rate of patch graft retears has been reported, though various materials have been used including porcine small intestinal submucosa, porcine dermal collagen, and allografts [23]. As shown in the biomechanical study of Mihata, et al. [7], the inter position patch grafting to the torn tendon only partially restored stability. With this procedure, the humeral head still moves superiorly and in this way the patch graft could be abrased and torn by subacromial impingement. On the other hand, attaching the allograft medially to the superior glenoid completely restores superior translation to that of the intact rotator cuff condition [7]. Furthermore, SCR may be a better graft construct because the medial fixation is not to typically poor-quality tendon [23].

Audenaert, et al. reported that the acromio-humeral distance (AHD) did not change significantly after conventional patch graft surgery - AHD, 6.2 to 11.3 mm preoperatively and 6.7 to 12.8 mm postoperatively [14]. However, Mihata, et al. [14] reported a significantly increase in AHD, by 4.1 ± 1.7 mm, after SCR.

Early published clinical results, and anatomical and biomechanical basic science studies support SCR as a viable surgical option for many patients who previously had few good choices [10].

Most surgical treatments relieve shoulder pain, but pa-
tients find it difficult to recover muscle strength in elevation and external rotation even after alternative types of surgery, including latissimus dorsi tendon transfer and partial repair [14]. However, the original series by Mihata, et al. [14] with a fascia lata autograft showed good clinical outcomes at a minimum 2-year follow-up in 24 shoulders with irreparable large and massive cuff tears that underwent SCR. The improvements in clinical outcome scores and range of motion were dramatic (mean American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score (ASE): 24 preoperative to 93 postoperative, P < 0.00001; active elevation: 84° preoperative to 157° postoperative, P < 0.001), particularly for the 83% of patients with intact reconstructions and no progression of muscle atrophy on postoperative magnetic resonance imaging.

In another prospective clinical study in 100 patients, ninety-two patients (92%) had neither graft tear nor re-tear of the repaired rotator cuff tendon during the follow-up period of 5 to 8 years. All patients (26%) that played sports before their injuries returned fully to their previous sports and pseudoparalysis was reversed in almost all subjects [16].

Hirahara, et al. [17], in a recent study, also have followed patients that underwent SCR, starting before the surgery until 2 years after. The mean ASE score improved significantly (P < 0.00002), from 43.54 to 86.46, and mean VAS pain score decreased significantly (P < 0.00002), from 6.25 to 0.38 [17]. The results of this study reflect the clinical outcomes reported by Mihata, et al. [4] and confirm that SCR improves functional outcomes [17].

This surgery has a lot of advantages, such as a very low infection rate, reversal of pseudoparalysis, lower cost than RSA and it does not preclude future RSA if it is necessary [26].

However, SCR is technically challenging, difficult to reproduce consistently and time consuming [29]. Some disadvantages are the difficulties in introducing and securing the matrix in the correct orientation, as well as the difficulty in preventing the patch from folding. Suture management could also be difficult because the space becomes tight and sutures can become intertwined with each other [29].

Conclusion

Early clinical and biomechanical research has shown that SCR can be a beneficial treatment option for irreparable rotator cuff tears to restore glenohumeral stability, especially in younger patients [7,14]. However, mid-and long-term outcomes have not yet been reported [15].
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